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Abstract

Biodiversity data is becoming increasingly available and its volume is growing rapidly. Integration 
of different related repositories is also advancing through a number of successful initiatives. This 
data can be given as input to sophisticated computer models for predicting potential distribution 
of species. As the amounts of manipulated data increase, the execution of these models require 
more powerful computational resources and the use of parallel and distributed computing 
techniques to become scalable. At the same time, it is increasingly difficult to manage simulations 
given by various computational tasks that explore, for instance, different modeling algorithms 
or different parameter configurations. In this work we explore applications of scalable and 
provenance-enabled scientific workflow techniques to ecological niche modeling. 

1  Introduction

Scientific data is being produced at an exponential growth rate by increasingly available 
scientific sensors. This, coupled with sophisticated computational models that consume this 
data, has demanded new techniques [4] for managing computational scientific experiments in 
a scalable way. These experiments are often given by many computational tasks that exchange 
data through production and consumption relationships, and are usually specified as scientific 
workflows [1]. Scientific workflow management systems provide features such as fault-tolerance, 
scalable execution, scalable data management, data dependency tracking, and provenance 
recording, that greatly reduce the complexity of managing the life-cycle of these experiments. 
Provenance [1], in particular, can support the analysis of the outcome of a computational 
scientific experiment since it records the history of its execution. Biodiversity follows the same 
trend of rapidly increasing production of data. Currently, biodiversity data is being integrated 
in a global scale through initiatives such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) 
[2]. Applications for the prediction of species’ distribution, such as openModeller [5], use these 
biodiversity data sets along with environmental (like climatology) data to predict geographic 
distribution of a particular species, or of multiple species, at each geographic region. In this 

work, we describe different implementation strategies that can be used to scale the execution of 
openModeller using Swift [6], a scientific workflow management system that focuses on parallel 
and distributed execution of computational tasks. We also show how provenance recording, as 
provided in Swift by MTCProv [3], can enable scientific workflow execution analysis. 

2  Scalable Management of openModeller Scientific Workflows

openModeller [5] is a framework that implements various tasks related to modeling the distribution 
of species. It implements different algorithms for species’ distribution and supports a variety of data 
formats. It uses a correlative approach, where the ecological requirements of a species are inferred 
from the environmental characteristics of known ocurrence sites. The modeling process receives 
data sets about species’ ocurrence points, environmental characteristics of the regions containing 
these points, and parameters for tuning the algorithms. It generates a model that associates 
environmental conditions with suitability for the existence of species. This model is applied to each cell 
of a geographic region to generate a potential distribution map. For implementing openModeller 
workflows we use Swift [6], a parallel scripting system that supports the specification, execution, and 
analysis of scientific workflows. Component applications of a scientific workflow can be executed 
transparently and concurrently on computational resources that use commonly used job schedulers 
and grid toolkits. The Swift language is used for specifying scientific workflows by defining the data 
sets that will be manipulated, and the application programs that will consume and produce these 
data sets. The language also supports conditional flow control and loop constructs, allowing for 
more complex data flows. The foreach construct, for instance, processes all elements of a collection 
in parallel. Parallelism is implicit and pervasive in Swift, all expressions whose data dependencies 
are met are evaluated in parallel. This convenient approach to achieve parallelism can be applied in 
different scenarios for improving the scalability of openModeller scientific workflows. For instance, 
one could concurrently experiment with the different niche modeling algorithms implemented in 
openModeller. If the input data is relative to different moments in time, one could also run the 
modeling concurrently for each time step. Finally, one could use geographic partitioning to produce 
independent input data sets that can be processed in parallel. The following Swift pseudo-code 
applies these approaches simultaneously:

foreach species in selected_species[] {
  foreach timestep in timesteps[] {
    foreach algorithm in selected_algorithms[] {
      foreach parameter in selected_parameters[] {
        run_openmodeller(species, timestep, algorithm, parameter, rasters); }}}}

This simple nested foreach construct in Swift would generate (#selected species) × (#timesteps) 
× (#selected algorithms) × (#selected parameters) computational tasks that would be executed 
in parallel on the available computational resources. In addition to scalability, another benefit of 
using Swift would be the recording of provenance information in a relational database, through 
the MTCProv [3] component. This allows for analyzing the execution of scientific workflow through 
queries for information such as data set derivations and parameter values.

3  Concluding Remarks

Since openModeller computational tasks are usually loosely coupled, there are many 
opportunities for scaling their execution through Swift, through its implicitly parallel 
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language and its execution engine, that supports many parallel and distributed 
environments. Through querying of provenance records, the analysis of scientific workflow 
execution can be improved, avoiding manual examination of log files and output data sets. 
We are currently implementing openModeller scientific workflows in Swift for execution in 
high performance computing clusters, and plan to analyze the execution performance of 
different parallelization strategies. We also plan to evaluate their ease of management 
through scientific workflow and provenance management techniques.  
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